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Directed by Josef Steiff  
Screenplay by Josef Steiff  

In creative collaboration with Grace McPhillips, Nancy Sellers, and Jesse Bob Harper 
 

 

 

  
 

Online Resources 
www.TheOtherOneMovie.com 

YouTube.com/TheOtherOneMovie 
Prequel trailer, Eclipse, available online 

http://sterlingrockproductions.com/forgiveness-tour 
 

“Declare Your World Non-Violent” 
A social action campaign dedicated to an  

active conversation about our youth and survivors of violence in schools.   
Full “Declare Non-Violence Videos,” DNVs, playlist available on film’s YouTube channel. 

 
Director and Writer: Josef Steiff 
Screenplay Collaborators: Grace McPhillips, Nancy Sellers, and Jesse Bob Harper 
Cast: Grace McPhillips, Nancy Sellers, Jesse Bob Harper, Cait Bidwell and Brian Crawford 
Producers: Elizabeth Theiss and Erica Lynn Schmeck 
Executive Producer: Grace McPhillips 
Running Time: 98 minutes 
Rating: Not Yet Rated 
Location: Filmed in English on location in the USA 
Shot on: RED MX Exhibited on DCP 
Aspect Ratio: 2.39 AUDIO 5.1 EXHIBIT FORMAT 

 
Synopsis: A teacher survives a school shooting and returns to her remote childhood home to care for her ill mother. As the 
dementia deepens, secrets tumble out, and she discovers her life is a lie. A story of acceptance and redemption, THE OTHER 
ONE is a beautifully serene film with haunting mysteries; ones we embrace, lie about, and make peace with. 
 

http://www.theotheronemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheOtherOneMovie
http://sterlingrockproductions.com/blog/eclipse
http://sterlingrockproductions.com/forgiveness-tour/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmuGw2mvixs&list=PLrsNYcY0XQK72z1bWOrxZoyWlKG3BD9u5
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Logline 
 
A woman barely survives a school shooting and returns to her hometown to care for her ill mother, to discover that 
her entire life is a lie.  
 
Synopsis 
  
Amber returns to her childhood home to care for her mother, Vera, who has been diagnosed with dementia. Just three 
years earlier, Amber lost her husband, David, in a high school shooting where they were both teachers.  Amber survived 
but still struggles with the loss of her husband and is traumatized by the act of violence. Her strained relationship with 
her mother only amplifies her stress and depression. During sleepless nights, Amber begins to discover hidden photos 
and unopened letters that unleash a dark family secret.  A past that still haunts Vera and kept hidden from Amber for 
her entire life. Her husband’s family offers hope and answers, but forgiveness is hard to come by, especially from 
David’s Mother. Ultimately a story of acceptance and redemption, THE OTHER ONE is a beautiful and serene film 
haunted - like each of us is - by the pasts that we embrace, hide from, lie about, and make peace with.  
  
Long Synopsis 
  
One morning at the school where they teach, Amber and her husband David are about to fall victim to sudden violence. 
Three years later, Amber arrives at her remote childhood home, alone and with all her possessions in two suitcases. 
She's come to care for her mother Vera, though she herself seems depleted and unwell. 
  
 As she enters the old house, she runs into Vera's nurse, who gives her a quick rundown on medications and schedule, 
then suggests an assisted living facility. With this, on top of Vera's quiet calls of 'Help Me' from the bedroom, Amber 
angrily dismisses the man. Bedside, she informs her less-than-lucid mother she's taking charge; Vera's dementia is 
worse than expected, and she dreamily reminds Amber 'Say a word 10 times and it's yours forever.'  
  
Across the hall in her own girlhood room, the memories of normalcy and teenage infatuation make her disoriented and 
anxious. The guest bedroom is more sterile and suitable to crash in, although we're aware there's an eerie presence here; 
Amber is oblivious. Too listless to unpack or even turn on the lights as night falls, she joylessly feeds herself and Vera 
and tries to sleep. 
  
Shrieking and chaos wakes her abruptly as Vera has a deranged fit, crying “This is not your room!” She tears the room 
apart, scattering the contents of Amber's luggage into the hallway. Shocked at her mother's mental frailty, she caringly 
but firmly puts Vera back in bed. The tantrum has exposed a manila envelope among the littered clothing- Amber is 
stopped in her tracks, and warily hides it behind the photos and keepsakes in her old room. 
  
Happening to glance out the window the next morning, Amber is transfixed by a hooded man unmoving at the edge of 
the property. Looking again, he’s disappeared. Vera also seems to be mesmerized by mysterious visions- hers are inside 
the house. 
  
The tedium of caretaking suits neither woman, and the passive-aggressive tension between them grows. Adding to 
Amber’s annoyance and insomnia is a persistent clawing sound from the attic, which is so dark and inaccessible she can 
only yell 'go away!' into its blackness. The furtive sounds also emanate from a hidden room in the basement, to which 
Amber is quick to gain entry.  
  
Expecting to find a trapped critter, she instead discovers a hidden trove of memorabilia and toys- cars and plastic 
soldiers. Surprisingly, she also stumbles on a faded birth certificate and family photo that appears to include a father 
and brother she's never known. The family photo album contains several empty pages where this picture seems to have 
once lived, and the eerie presence, still hidden from Amber, is revealed to us as a pale, unworldly grown man. 
  
Amber confronts her drowsy mother about her hidden brother named Jett, and they grow more estranged than ever. The 
increasing baggage of deceptions is weighing on Amber- that night she’s drawn back to her childhood bed, which holds 
her past, her security, and her husband. Seen scrawled on her high school pinboard is “Say a word 10 times and it’s 
yours forever;” she chants David’s name like an incantation. 
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Jett’s noisy jealousy intensifies in the black attic, drawing Amber to a drove of letters there addressed to Vera, all with 
the same bizarre return address, all unopened. Amber investigates in the basement hideaway further and reads from 
clippings that Jett drowned, and their father was imprisoned for his death. 
  
Groceries are depleted, and a delivery boy arrives to restock the pantry; Amber is uncharacteristically fearful, and locks 
him out. Every scrap of food in the house dwindles until Amber thinks to retrieve the snack food scattered in her car. 
Though the house's doors are too often unlocked, Amber suddenly finds herself locked out, her mother unreachable. 
  
She crawls out in the early morning after all night in the car, and she again spies the hooded man creeping back across 
her property towards the river. She silently follows, unsure of his notice of her. She trails him until he is waist-deep in 
the river, then feels her eyes and turns... 
  
The night is spent in her car and as she crawls out of it in the early morning hours, she spies the hooded man creeping 
back into her property towards the river.  She follows, unsure of his notice of her.  When confronted, she runs for 
cover… 
  
…and Amber races back to the house to find the doors again unlocked. Furious with Vera, Amber pushes for the truth 
about Jett, the letters, the secrets hidden in the basement. Jett is now equally indignant. 
 
Desperate for groceries, Amber ventures out for the first time. In the small town, she's recognized David's parents. 
Deputy Scott offers to accompany Amber to visit David’s grave, which she’s unwilling to face. Amber hits rock 
bottom. Suddenly, the light of the world bursts in: meet David's sister Brooke and her toddler, Ray. 
  
Brooke learns of the family secrets and recognizes that the letters are addressed from a prison. Eager to open them, 
Brooke pressures Amber to find out the truth, but Amber refuses. Jett is dejected as his old toys are given to Ray, and 
Brooke pushes Amber to come for dinner. 
  
David's father Phil receives Amber warmly, but his mother Anne has a grudge against Amber for her detachment since 
the tragedy. The awkward dinner, Brooke's nurturing company, and her dream of David begin to heal Amber's mind. 
The nurse arrives again, surprised to be graciously welcomed inside. 
  
Vera has improved, just in time to be confronted with her most terrible lie: she'd told Amber, recovering in the ICU, 
that David had survived the school shooting. The women argue cruelly, finally, and bury the hatchet. 
  
Amber resolves to open her father’s prison letters, to carry the knowledge her mother cannot bear. She realizes she must 
also face her own hidden manila envelope of police evidence containing David’s personal effects. Awake, she replays 
the entirety of the last moments of her happiness: classroom, husband, tall awkward boy, assault rifle, white-knuckle 
silence before the end. At his grave, at last, she breaks down and is reborn. 
  
Jett leaves the house, at peace, and mother and daughter visit the river where a long-ago drowning warped their lives. 
Catharsis. 
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NEWS AND REVIEWS 
 
"GRACE MCPHILLIPS ON ‘THE OTHER ONE’" 
Indie Outlook/RogerEbert.com (November 10, 2014) 
Film critic Matt Fagerholm of The Ebert Company sat down with Grace McPhillips to discuss our latest screening of 'The 
Other One' at the Chicago International Film Festival. 
 http://indie-outlook.com/2014/11/10/grace-mcphillips-on-the-other-one/ 
 
"CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL BEGINS TONIGHT" 
ABC 7 Chicago (October 09, 2014) 
Grace McPhillips interviewed on the red carpet about 'The Other One' for opening night of the Chicago International Film 
Festival  
http://abc7chicago.com/entertainment/chicago-international-film-festival-begins-tonight/344070/ 
 
"Stars Coming Out For Chicago International Film Festival" 
CBS News (October 08, 2014) 
Grace McPhillips on CBS News promoting the screening of The Other One at the 50th Chicago International Film Festival. 
http://chicago.cbslocal.com/video/10667682-stars-coming-out-for-chicago-international-film-
festival/#.VDVWe2MBi_E.twitter 
 
"MKE Film ‘Cream City Cinema’ Review: The Other One" 
Radio Milwaukee (October 07, 2014) 
http://radiomilwaukee.org/milwaukee-film-festival/mke-film-cream-city-cinema-review-other-one 
 
"Montgomery native brings latest work to Capri" 
Montgomery Advertiser (April 30, 2014) 
http://www.montgomeryadvertiser.com/story/entertainment/2014/04/30/montgomery-native-brings-latest-work-
capri/8541493/ 
 
"Producer/Actress Grace McPhillips, 'The Other One" 
Indiestreak (April 13, 2014) 
Radio Interview with Rachel Galvin 
 http://Producer/Actress Grace McPhillips, 'The Other One 
 
"Filmmaker Interviews-Grace McPhillips" 
WEI Network "Peters Living Room" (April 01, 2014) 
Radio Interview with Peter Wein 
http://archive.weinetwork.com/shows/PetersLivingroom/PL040114-McPhillips-TheOtherOne--Lau.mp3 
 
"Palm Beach Int'l Film Festival 2014 Preview" 
Entertainment Buzz (March 28, 2014) 
http://https://suite.io/denise-castillon/6cmk2bh 
 
"Let's get flashy with film fest names" 
Chicago Tribune (March 06, 2014) 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/entertainment/movies/ct-chicago-closeup-peace-on-earth-fest-
20140306,0,6003705,full.column 
 
"Non-violence is the subject of two McPhillips’ films" 
Reel Chicago (September 05, 2013) 
http://reelchicago.com/article/non-violence-subject-two-mcphillips-

http://indie-outlook.com/2014/11/10/grace-mcphillips-on-the-other-one/
http://abc7chicago.com/entertainment/chicago-international-film-festival-begins-tonight/344070/
http://chicago.cbslocal.com/video/10667682-stars-coming-out-for-chicago-international-film-festival/#.VDVWe2MBi_E.twitter
http://chicago.cbslocal.com/video/10667682-stars-coming-out-for-chicago-international-film-festival/#.VDVWe2MBi_E.twitter
http://radiomilwaukee.org/milwaukee-film-festival/mke-film-cream-city-cinema-review-other-one
http://www.montgomeryadvertiser.com/story/entertainment/2014/04/30/montgomery-native-brings-latest-work-capri/8541493/
http://www.montgomeryadvertiser.com/story/entertainment/2014/04/30/montgomery-native-brings-latest-work-capri/8541493/
http://producer/Actress
http://archive.weinetwork.com/shows/PetersLivingroom/PL040114-McPhillips-TheOtherOne--Lau.mp3
http://https/suite.io/denise-castillon/6cmk2bh
http://www.chicagotribune.com/entertainment/movies/ct-chicago-closeup-peace-on-earth-fest-20140306,0,6003705,full.column
http://www.chicagotribune.com/entertainment/movies/ct-chicago-closeup-peace-on-earth-fest-20140306,0,6003705,full.column
http://reelchicago.com/article/non-violence-subject-two-mcphillips-films130903?utm_source=090513+Elert&utm_campaign=Elert+090513&utm_medium=email
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films130903?utm_source=090513+Elert&utm_campaign=Elert+090513&utm_medium=email 
 
"School Violence Issue Tackled in 'Eclipse' a Prequel to Indie Feature Film 'The Other One'" 
Reuters (August 06, 2013) 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/08/06/il-sterlingrock-film-idUSnPNPH59196+1e0+PRN20130806 
 

More at www.TheOtherOneMovie.com 
 
 
ARTISTIC STATEMENT 
By: Grace McPhillips and Josef Steiff 

  
A baby is conceived, incubated, and brought into the world in 9 months.  Independent film rarely has the 
same rapidity, but The Other One did.  We believe when an opportunity presents itself there is always a 
sense in your gut determining whether this is a good idea or a bad one.  When we sat down on January 
3rd, 2013, the idea of fleshing The Other One into a feature film, from a short that never took off four 
years prior (written/directed by Steiff and starring McPhillips) felt good.  
  
The concept had significant promise, and we both laughed saying “When?”  
“April,” said McPhillips, “Yeah, OK,” smiled Steiff.  
  
By January 14th we met with the resolve that we could do this despite having no script in hand, no money 
in the bank, and no team ready to work for free.  We had our lead cast members, main location, an old 
farmhouse in Galena, owned by a family friend, and that deep feeling that says “you will pull this off.” 
  
That feeling of confidence came through each part of the process, and even when stressed by the chaos 
and last minute disasters that often derail an indie film, it was that feeling that always pulled us, and the 
entire team, through.  On the last day of principal photography in Galena, our Production Designer, Lena 
Rush, stated she felt we had “pulled a rabbit out of hat,” and truly there was a magical, almost 
predestined, nature about the story, location, cast, and crew that all felt mercurially charmed.   
  
We definitely tested the constraints of traditional filmmaking, so we focused on story, character 
development, and creating a world that is present with elements that move us personally. 
  
In 2005, Joe’s mother was diagnosed with dementia, and though it would take several years before he 
could put that experience into words, that was the initial inspiration for The Other One.  In the hospital 
that first day, he was confused and moved by the fact that there was an entire world he could neither see 
nor hear but that his mother was fully experiencing, even as she was cognizant of his presence and the 
world he could see.  She was able to exist in both worlds simultaneously and effortlessly while he was 
barely managing one.  The short script built upon that realization and contrasted two women, each 
haunted – though in different ways – by loss and regret. 
  
When he first met Grace, he realized she was the one meant to play Amber and showed her the short 
script.  Through our subsequent conversations, it became clear that Amber, Vera and Jett's story was 
more complex than a short film could effectively reveal, and we began working on the feature version.   
  
Workshopping with the actors become an integral part of the development process.  Each of our families 
had faced the pain of watching loved ones slip away from us, and we drew from that experience.  Grace, 
Nancy and Jesse have brought Amber, Vera and Jett to life, discovering not just the nuances of 
performance but revealing the shadowy corners of their story that need to be told.  The Other One is a 
ghost story; all of the characters are haunted in the way that each of us is -- by the pasts we embrace, we 
hide from, we lie about, and we make peace with.   

http://reelchicago.com/article/non-violence-subject-two-mcphillips-films130903?utm_source=090513+Elert&utm_campaign=Elert+090513&utm_medium=email
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/08/06/il-sterlingrock-film-idUSnPNPH59196+1e0+PRN20130806
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After a tenuous year of trying to understand why people wanted Grace to fit neatly into the box of 
Producer or the box of Actor, instead of believing she could do both, she hit a fit of frustration and 
depression.  A familial mental health condition that will always be present for her, luckily she has a 
tremendously supportive husband who always helps pull her through the darkest of times.  
  
On December 14th, as the fog was finally lifting; Grace, the VO actress, decided she’d watch some 
commercials to study the trends.  At 11 am she turned on the television, to what should have been 
daytime talk, but instead every channel informed that 20 children and 6 adults had been mass murdered 
by Adam Lanza, the 20 year old who walked into Sandy Hook Elementary that day, after murdering his 
mother, and then subsequently took his life. 
 
Worse than any video game, movie, even reports from war abroad, these tragedies shake you to the core.  
There have been at least 62 mass murders in the last 30 years, and more and more frequently, they are 
occurring in school zones. 
  
In our story, Amber’s husband is gone, her relationship with her mother is fractured, and mysterious 
forces are vying for her attention.  Joe first came to the idea that Amber was a survivor of such a tragedy.  
Her husband did not survive, however, and in an effort to protect and keep her daughter alive and strong 
during recovery, Vera lies to Amber about the death of her beloved David, an impossible secret which 
shatters their relationship.  For Grace this filled in so many holes and was a jumping point to breath life 
and motivation into Amber. 
  
We knew we needed to make a movie exploring life after such heartbreak, and how one goes on to 
handle the world.  Is forgiveness an option?  Can life be had even when it can, and sometimes does, lead 
to even more duplicity and despair?  We didn’t want to glorify a shooting, we are not critiquing gun laws, 
and we weren’t interested in seeing Amber and Vera retreat from the world throughout the entire film. 
  
In a dream, Grace was envisioning one scene of the film, Amber’s darkest moment, and a door flung 
open flushing the world with light and bringing forth Brooke, David’s little sister, who with her little son, 
Ray, push Amber back into the land of the living.  The answer for us was “Life.”  Tell the story of life 
and the living.  
  
Joe loved the idea and this type of collaboration, not only from Grace, but also from Nancy and Jesse was 
what moved the story forward, informing Joe’s writing and bringing to life The Other One.  They say the 
“best thing for baby” is to have a partner.  Without this partnership, our baby, this film, would not have 
come into the world nearly as easily.  We put all of our wits, favors, and creativity into this film.  And 
delivering this film, after 9 months of intense collaboration with a terrific team, we couldn’t be more 
proud. 
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Notes on the Production  
 
BUILDING A FOUNDATION 
  
Giving birth isn’t easy and neither is filmmaking.  Even on the largest budgets there are so many moving 
parts that inevitably they bump, break, and strain the process.  On the Indie realm, just completing a 
feature in a timely manner means defying the odds, but completing a film in 9 months means that many 
more hurdles will need to be jumped over.  As time marches on, the characters in THE OTHER ONE must 
find strength and forgive unbeknownst hurdles in order to live. 
  
Filming a feature film in 10 days is more than overly ambitious.  Perhaps it’s ridiculous, but on shoestring 
budgets and squeezing in production before the busy start to summer, the crew strongly believed in Grace 
McPhillips’ enthusiasm and jumped on board this Sterling Rock Production.  
  
Even on a tight schedule, people need to be fed, insurance must be paid for, and the basic costs of a film 
production, no matter how small, add up quickly.  As soon as McPhillips and Steiff realized they were 
going to embark on this journey, McPhillips pitched the concept of the feature film to Fractured Atlas, an 
arts service organization in New York City, for fiscal sponsorship, ensuring they would be able to raise 
funding from friends, family, and supporters quickly and in a tax-beneficial way. 
  
At the Sundance 2013 Film Festival, McPhillips had the pleasure of meeting Rick Hohmann of Hewlett 
Packard and was tremendously impressed by the HPZ820 RED Edition Editing Station for it’s efficiency 
in transcoding and working with RED footage.  As Executive Producer, she lobbied to Hewlett Packard 
for a loan of the station through shooting and post production and won a first time ever production grant to 
independent filmmakers, from March 15- September 1.  Time is money.  The HP station enabled editor 
Melissa Lawrenz to be on set continually editing, while the rest of the team shot more footage.  Without 
the use of this system, the film would never have made the tight deadlines desired for the film, including 
submission to Sundance 2014.  
 
FINDING OUR VOICES 
 
In February the lead actors Grace McPhillips (AMBER,) Nancy Sellers (VERA,) and Jesse Bob Harper 
(JETT) came together with Joe Steiff to collaboratively build the script for the seed of the short film into a 
full feature.  12 weeks away from shooting, each actor dove into their character journaling for Steiff, meeting 
with him individually, and even McPhillips cooked dinner for Steiff as Amber in her grief stricken, widowed 
state.  
  
At the end of March, 4 weeks away from principle photography, Steiff and his 3 leads traveled to the 
farmhouse to try on the script, sleep in their bedrooms, walk through the staging of scenes. This work-
shopping process leads to discoveries of what is honest, what felt forced and most importantly what was 
missing. Christian Hins, Director of Photography and the location sound team, Sean Kirkpatrick and Jesse 
McAlpin joined the crew on the final day of the workshopping to watch the actors perform and begin 
visualizing the best way to tell our story. 
  
To further flesh out the story and prepare for the intense schedule they were all about to jump into, Cait 
Bidwell (BROOKE) flew in early from LA, and the cast performed a staged reading for crew and supporters 
two days before they all caravanned out to Galena. 
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THE HOODED MAN 
 
With Steiff, Sellers, McPhillips, and Harper having work-shopped the story, each character had a physical 
embodiment of their struggle.  Jett is trapped in the house, Vera is trapped by Jett, and while Amber’s 
anxiety traps her, we questioned if it was the locking of the doors or her retreat to sleep, but Steiff finally 
brought up a larger presence for Amber, the hooded man.  The traditional father figure had mostly played 
absent in her life.  David filled not only a partner in life but a father figure as well.  In his absence and the 
absence of her father, when a hooded man appears in on the edge of her property, anxiety and intrigue sets 
in.  
  
Is he real? Is that her father? Is her mind playing tricks on her? This truly was one of those questions, unable 
to be answered until the edit came together, so even on a limited schedule a few options for the hooded man 
were filmed.  In the end, Steiff and McPhillips were in agreement that as Amber gains strength and 
resolution, the answer to that question wouldn’t hold such strong importance over her, and so she let him go.  
In life, not every question needs to be answered and sometimes the greatest peace can be found, as for 
Amber and Vera, in letting go. 
 
 
HOW TO FILM A SCHOOL SHOOTING IN CHICAGO 
  
In 2012 Chicago surpassed 500 homicides. Hadiya Pendelton, the 15 year-old honor student who performed 
at the inauguration of President Obama drew the nation’s attention.  In 2013 there have already been 133 
shootings and 38 homicides in and around schools.  So how in the world can an independent filmmaker take 
a classroom full of students, arm one of them with an assault rifle, and bring them in to a school in Chicago? 
  
Producers McPhillips and Theiss were responsible for securing this location and all the while pitching the 
“shooting” as a non-violent homage, meant to create conversation towards a better understanding of what the 
victims suffer through, unfortunately they were shut out of nearly every school they approached. 
  
Contacting the Chicago Public School system, even through the well-known filmmaking connector 
Kartemquin Films, The Other One, was completely shut out, even as CPS closed 50 schools the same week.  
Through the assistance of the Illinois Film Office, over 50 schools were approached, but only 6 agreed to 
meet us for a location scout, one calling to cancel as we drove to the location. 
  
Steiff had a very specific vision for the film, which the producers wanted to secure. Not only were they 
filming the flashback sequences for the feature, but we were additionally filming the short prequel film, 
Eclipse, and a series of social action campaign videos called “Declare Nonviolence Videos.” 
  
This shut out pushed production back by 5 weeks.  Near the end, McPhillips and Theiss threw in some “Hail 
Marys,” even trying for surprise visits and knocking on admin offices hoping the friendly faces would make 
up for the difficult subject.  Fortunately, as work-arounds and compromises to the script were beginning to 
be considered, Bridgeport Catholic Academy near the Chicago White Sox Stadium, not only worked for 
Steiff’s vision, but they met the low budget requirements, and the principle agreed to get in on the action, 
playing one of the first responding swat team members.  The staff was more than amenable, and the school 
was even suitable for a pick-up, needed from a Galena location, lost to the tight schedule. 
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PRODUCTION  
 
On April 18th, 2013, a farmhouse, in the middle of the vacation community, Galena, IL became Vera 
Collier’s house, in the middle of the country, isolated from the rest of the world, and the perfect location for 
the film.  While stand alone perfect, the vacation community has grown and from most angles, new posh 
cabins can be seen, surrounding this original farmhouse.  Director of Photography Christian Hins and Steiff 
worked tirelessly to frame each shot to create the isolation Amber is experiencing in her world. 
  
While a struggle aesthetically, filming in a vacation town, before the start of the season, was a bonus for 
Producers Theiss, Schmeck, and McPhillips.  Cast and Crew housing was selected for dual purpose, and the 
“girls” house became the “in-laws” house.  The town featured stories prior to production and locals brought 
by baked goods and baggies of trail mix to support craft services. 
  
Air mattresses and an intense dedication to the project turned this production into the feeling of a summer 
camp, with each meal shared, turkey heard spotting, and trail runs.  But with close quarters comes drama and 
on a “no favored nations” payment system, (the SAG Ultra-low budget agreement set everyone’s daily rate) 
tempers and the expected passive aggressive human nature did arise.  So the Producers chose the bonus of a 
hot tub at the girl’s house, tried to surprise the crew with on hot days with cold beer, and that “retreat” 
environment kept spirits high through the intense 10 day shoot, which expanded 3 days longer.  
  
With the main principal photography completed, production took a break, waiting for school to take holiday 
before filming the sensitive topic of violence.  In the planned schedule, the crew would take a month-long 
break and film the 2nd week of June, allowing post plenty of time to finish the film before fall.  Alas, 
complications faced by the producers, to secure the location, not only forced the schedule to push back, the 
original crew became fragmented as well.  
  
A difficult situation began to weigh on the producers, but this delay gave Steiff and editor Melissa Lawrenz 
the important reflection to meticulously work with the footage and determine necessary pickups.  Attic and 
Basement footage required 2 days beyond the budget and a new location in the Chicago area to match a turn 
of the century farmhouse in Galena.  The Producers’ optimistic and persistent spirit proved essential.  A five 
week delay on the team’s already tight schedule frayed the nerves of many, but finally, the Catholic School 
location locked, and by some miracle, one of McPhillips non-industry friends purchased a portion of the 
historic Florsheim estate in the north side of Chicago, with a basement and attic that matched the farmhouse 
perfectly.  Even the stairs to the basement were painted the same color as Vera’s stairs in the Farmhouse. 
  
The ambitious 10 day schedule stretched to 17 days, but all lead department and actors committed to making 
it work and the film came together to make movie magic. 
 
POST PRODUCTION 
 
Chicago is a hub for commercial production and while Steiff was able to bring together Columbia 
College’s support for the production of this film, McPhillips leaned in on her commercial community and 
music roots to bring together a team that could dynamically enhance the film, and do so on the tight 
schedule required to make significant festival deadlines.  While typically working on customary 
advertisements, the commercial community can be a godsend to indie filmmakers.  With the financial 
comfort to defer compensation and the schedule to take creative projects in-between the paid gigs, the 
additional benefit is a love for the creative endeavor that shows in the collaboration of this story’s polish. 
  
Without the HP Z820 RED Edition workstation, there was no way editor Melissa Lawrenz would have be 
able to make picture lock by the end of summer.  The mountain of footage, lengthy traditional transcoding 
process, and slow render of typical editing stations would have stalled the film’s post production into the 
busy commercial fall, and closed the window of support from McPhillips team.  
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Graham Metzger, GFX/Editor at Hootenanny, and Cory Coken of Noisefloor had not only worked with 
Grace in commercial projects, but they had collaborated with her on her award-winning comedic short, 
Fitting.  The departure to a seriously toned and suspenseful feature intrigued both Metzger and Coken to 
jump on board.  Kelly Armstrong of Color Playground, previously a co-worker of Metzger’s, was drawn to 
the female-focused family drama in the story and signed on early to the project as well.  
  
With technical support from the commercial community for Lawrenz’ edit, McPhillips, a musician herself, 
asked her husband and musical partner Corbett Lunsford to compose the film.  Having taken a 5-year 
hiatus from full-length composition for his new profession in Building Science, Lunsford rose to the 
request with trepidations, as this would be his first film score.  To assist in the process Lunsford enlisted 
musical comrade Michael Caskey.  Together they had collaborated on dance, performance art, and pop 
music, but this score was both a unique and new adventure.  The result has brought a heartbreakingly 
beautiful and surreal take to the music of the film, complementing the journey and pushing the senses of 
the audience. 
  
With this dedicated team of professional artists The Other One is the outpouring of creative flow, forming 
a gripping soundscape, a visual delicacy, and tight stylized edit that conveys Amber’s passage through 
darkness into light, her own personal rebirth. 
 
THE FORGIVENESS TOUR 
 
From early pre-screenings with cast, crew, and crowd funders to Festival screenings, a surprising and 
overwhelming sentiment was voiced about the film’s “therapeutic” experience. This led McPhillips to a 
revelation that beyond just telling a story that mystified an audience on a very relevant topic, this film 
could be a tool for healing. Audiences expressed feeling a cathartic transformation, much as the lead 
character Amber does, with her own journey to forgiveness: for her mother, for the world who had taken 
her husband from her, and for herself. The Other One offers a chance to engage in a healing conversation 
about grief, violence between children, and the blessings and trials of family. 
 
The Forgiveness Tour will be the The Other One’s unusual theatrical release, traveling to interfaith and 
secular communities eager to address forgiveness and use the medium of film to roleplay and discuss the 
teachings of many religious leaders all who praise the tenet of forgiveness. This autumn’s Global Peace 
Film Festival (September) and Milwaukee and Chicago International Film Festivals (October) are the 
kickoff of the Winter 2015 Forgiveness Tour.  More details at: 
http://sterlingrockproductions.com/forgiveness-tour/  

 
 
 
  

http://sterlingrockproductions.com/forgiveness-tour/
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About the Cast / Cast Bios 
 
GRACE MCPHILLIPS/ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER / AMBER 
 
Grace McPhillips was born and raised in Montgomery, Alabama and after obtaining a degree in Music 
Theater, realized she loved putting together the show and was bored to death performing night after night.  
Opting for a more diverse market she continues her studies in Chicago, and relished filmmaking for its 
creative collaboration and for its tangible and long lasting art form. The Other One  is her debut feature film 
as an Executive Producer and lead Actress. She has served as an elected council member of SAG/AFTRA 
and founded the non-profit, The Chicago Acting in Film Meetup for working actors in the film industry.  As 
an accomplished commercial actress in Chicago, Grace has worked behind the microphone, voicing several 
nationwide advertising campaigns, in front of the camera she has starred in several independent films, and on 
stage she worked in Chicago’s storefront theatres and has danced with the Lyric Opera of Chicago.  
 
Founding Sterling Rock Productions in 2009, McPhillips has produced short films Fitting and The Miss, 
currently being screened at film festivals internationally.  Her most recent short film Fitting, which she 
produced, co-wrote, and starred in, won Best Comedy, Best Directing, and Best Comedic Actress (Grace) for 
Cinema St. Louis, garnering the award-winning selection in the St. Louis International Film Festival.  Grace 
was also honored as an “Emerging Female in Focus” by Women in Film in March of 2012, for her work in 
Fitting.  In addition the prequel for the film The Other One entitled Eclipse, McPhillips created and is 
leading the charge for the film’s social action campaign “Declare Non-Violence Videos.” 
 
Sterling Rock Productions is also developing 2 television shows; The Cost of History and Prescription Home 
Performance, a mini series based on Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle, and a feature about the life works of Zelda 
Fitzgerald seen through modern eyes, entitled Beautiful Little Fools.  
 
NANCY SELLERS/ VERA  
 
A well known professional actress, host, and voice-over talent in Chicago for the past 30 years, Nancy has 
worked with 700+ corporate clients, hosted the award-winning PBS documentary “Making Money with 
Beardstown Ladies,” and worked in numerous commercials.  A Northwestern grad she has performed on 
many chicago stages and in television shows that have come through this notorious filmmaking town.   
 
Her first feature role in years, Nancy relished the independent spirit of the film and dove into collaboration 
with Steiff as McPhillips Mother.  During the close quarters shoot, McPhillips and Sellers even shared the 
master suite together in the Cast and Production housing! 
 
JESSE BOB HARPER/ JETT  
 
An Indiana native Jesse headed to Los Angeles after high school to pursue a career in acting, eventually 
spending over twenty years in the city of angels. After several years, Jesse began pursuing a broader career 
in the film industry, eventually studying production, financing and screenwriting at U.C.L.A.   
 
Jesse is an award winning filmmaker and screenwriter. Jesse’s feature length screenplay “Simon of Los 
Angeles”was awarded the 2nd prize by Francis Ford Coppola in the American Zoetrope Screenwriting 
Contest. Jesse’s short film “Autoportrait”, which he produced and directed, was named best dramatic short at 
the Dovetail Film Festival and was distributed in Europe by Studio Magazine. Jesse’s short form 
documentary “Bob Harper for Commissioner: Or What Makes Bob Run?” has recently been acquired by 
Ouat Media of Canada for worldwide distribution. Jesse is a member of the Screen Actors Guild and 
American Equity Association. 
 
CAIT BIDWELL/ BROOKE  
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Caitlin Bidwell was born in Indiana, PA, and after being inspired by her hometown's hero, Jimmy Stewart, 
began performing at a young age. At the time of her high school graduation she had been in over 20 stage 
productions. Cait followed her passion to a double major in Acting and Broadcast Journalism at the 
University of Alabama. Cait is now realizing her dream working as a professional actress and lives in Los 
Angeles. In addition to playing Brooke in “The Other One”, her film credits include, “Ego Break”, “No 
Compromise”, “The Prop is the Girl” and most recently “And Then We Laughed”. 
 
BRIAN CRAWFORD/ DAVID 
 
BRIAN E. CRAWFORD is a Chicago-based commercial and theatrical actor.  Recent Chicago credits 
include: Cyrano de Bergerac and Julius Caesar (Chicago Shakespeare Theater); Twilight (LiveWire 
Theatre); Lady M (the side project); and The Dinner Party Project (Dog & Pony Theatre Company). 
Regional credits include work with: The Alliance Theatre, True Colors Theatre Company, Actor's Express 
(with whom he was recently nominated for a Suzi Bass Award for his work on the World Premier of Steve 
Yockey's Wolves) and 7 Stages Theatre.  He is a company member with the highly physical, Atlanta-based, 
Out of Hand Theater, and a recipient of The Louis B. Sudler Prize in the Arts as well as the Sawyer T. 
Goodman Scholarship.  Mr. Crawford received his MFA in acting from The Theatre School at DePaul 
University.  
 
About the Filmmakers / Crew bios 
 
JOSEF STEIFF / DIRECTOR/CO-WRITER 
 
As a former licensed social worker, writer/filmmaker Josef Steiff creates work that reflects his interest in 
the ways that people struggle to make personal sense out of random, impersonal events. Exhibiting in the 
United States, Europe and Asia, his films include the award-winning shorts Borders, Catching Fire and I 
Like My Boyfriend Drunk as well as the documentary, How Will I Tell? Surviving Sexual Assault.  For 
MBC Television, he line produced More Beautiful Than A Flower, the first Korean feature-length film to 
deal openly with physical disabilities, and he has served as general crew on Michael Moore’s Roger & Me 
and Wendy Weinberg’s Academy Award-nominated documentary, Beyond Imagining.   
 
His feature work includes writing/directing the last installment of the Split Pillow’s experiment in 
collaborative filmmaking SoulMaid, and producing Rhapsody.  He contributed a sound installation to the 
first major art exhibition regarding HIV in the United States, "AIDS: The Artists' Response," and is the 
writer/performer of the critically acclaimed one-man show Golden Corral that reflects on his experience 
growing up and working in rural Appalachia.  
 
His books include Storytelling Across Worlds: Transmedia for Creatives and Producers, The Complete 
Idiot’s Guide to Independent Filmmaking, Battlestar Galactica and Philosophy: Mission Accomplished or 
Mission Frakked Up?, Anime and Philosophy: Wide Eyed Wonder, Manga and Philosophy: Fullmetal 
Metaphysician and Sherlock Holmes and Philosophy: The Footsteps of a Gigantic Mind. 
 
Steiff is currently the Senior Associate Chair of Film & Video at Columbia College Chicago, overseeing 
the writing, directing and producing curriculum. 
 
 
 
 
ERICA LYNN SCHMECK / PRODUCER 
 
Erica a graduate of Illinois State University, spent five years in Chicago, and recently moved to Los Angeles 
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to expand her production career.  This past year she wrapped production on The Other One (Sterling Rock 
Productions) and Pictures of Us (CNGM Pictures) begins shooting the feature Silver Skies in September 
2013.  I Made America, a transmedia webseries she produced, recently won the 2013 Austin Television 
Festival’s Pitch Competition and is under consideration with Comedy Central, Sony, and NBC. She also 
produced the award winning features, Two Days in February, and Darren and Abbey, which won a Golden 
Eddie from Cedar Rapids Film Festival and Audience Favorite from Riverside respectively.  
 
As a Production Manager of the film, I Heart Shakey, a 3D family film, was released in theaters and many 
different VOD outlets. Another film she Production Managed in Detroit has a limited theatrical released in 
September 2013 titled, Anything is possible. It is an inspirational film starring Ethan Bortnick (the Guinness 
book of world records youngest performer to headline a solo tour at the age of six) who also at the age of 
twelve is co-composing the music for the film. 
 
Other notable credits include working as the Chicago Production Coordinator for a Funny or Die branded 
piece for Lenovo and the NFL. Producing two music videos for BandCalledCatch. One video, The Story, 
which Schmeck also directed, was the first of it’s kind using a 360 degree camera. This camera gives the 
audience the ability to scroll around to see whatever angle they choose. She has also directed the short film 
Out Securred.  
 
Erica frequently works as a Creative Producer with CNGM Pictures NFP and served as their Artistic 
Director. 
 
In addition to filmmaking, Erica is a passionate women’s health advocate. She works with Bright Pink, the 
only national non-profit organization focusing on the risk reduction and early detection of breast and ovarian 
cancer in young women while providing support for high-risk individuals. Erica is the Support Ambassador 
to the recently launched Los Angeles chapter of Bright Pink, where she is building a community for LA’s 
high risk women. She also speaks about the importance of being proactive as a high risk woman and her 
experience as a caregiver. 
 
ELIZABETH THEISS / PRODUCER 
 
The Other One is Elizabeth Theiss’s debut feature as a Producer.  Previously she associate produced on the 
feature film, The Alley Cat, which received the Chicago Award at the 2014 Chicago International Film 
Festival. She also has worked as a manager and coordinator, most recently on Kris Swanberg’s film 
Unexpected, starring Cobie Smulders, Anders Holm and Elizabeth McGovern.  
 
Working with Sterling Rock Productions, Elizabeth has production-managed, and is associate-producing 
Prescription Home Performance, The Cost of History, and is working in development on the feature film, 
Beautiful Little Fools. She holds a Bachelor's Degree in Film & Video from Columbia College Chicago. 
 
CHRISTIAN HINS / DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
Christian Hins is a graduate of Columbia College Chicago's Cinematography department. He has 
shot numerous short films in the Chicago area including Frames, directed by Zach Merbach, Cut 
Out, directed by Mary Novak and the Columbia College grad film Moha directed by Hassan 
Amejal, which most recently will be screened at the the Chicago International Music and Movies 
festival, April 2013. The Other One is his first feature film as Director of Photography. 
 
In addition, he has worked in the grip and electric department on 20+ productions, including I 
Heart Shakey (2012) and Crimes Against Humanity (2013), currently in post-production, as well as 
television and film projects that come through Chicago. 
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MELISSA LAWRENZ / EDITOR 
 
Melissa Lawrenz is a freelance film editor.  Melissa’s work has shown at over 100 film festivals and on PBS, 
the Discovery Channel, and the History Channel.  Her background includes theatre and television news 
production.  She studied at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and has an M.F.A. in Film Production from 
Columbia College Chicago, where she currently teaches.  Notable works include Heather which she also 
wrote and directed and a documentary about her long distant relationship with her swedish mother I Hope, 
Grandmother. 
 
LENA RUSH / PRODUCTION DESIGNER 
 
A Pacific NW College of the Arts grad in Intermedia and Video Installation, Lena Rush, worked in 
construction for 7 years before returning to her artistic roots to Production Design and Art Direct.  First 
working at Camera Gray Animation Studios she then moved to Chicago where she worked consistently in 
indie films, commercials, and web series such at The Onion News Network’s series prior to designing The 
Other One with Director Josef Steiff.  In addition to special effects, and weapon construction, she is also an 
expert painter whose ongoing fine arts series Lost and Found, has gained critical acclaim for its dynamic 
reflection on vintage photography.  
 
JENNIFER BROWN  / HAIR AND MAKE-UP DESIGNER 
  
Jen Brown has a passion for expressing her creativity.  As a young student she followed this passion to 
Columbia College Chicago to study Painting and Fine Art.  As a working professional, Jen focused both her 
desire to contribute in a creative field and her love for color and expression into a career as a Makeup Artist 
– becoming state certified, assisting working artists, and eventually teaching her own makeup course. 
  
Now with over 7 years of professional experience in the makeup industry, Jen works consistently in all forms 
of the media, particularly in Print, Commercial, and Video. She also has extensive experience in Theatrical, 
Film, HDTV, Music Videos, Runway and Teaching. Much of her work can be seen in publications such as 
Time Out Chicago, Fitness Magazine, Image Magazine and The Chicago Reader.   Some of Jen’s celebrity 
clients include: Martin Short, Jimmy Smits, Monica Raymund, Stephanie Izard, Leslie Hunt, and Ramsey 
Lewis. 
  
CORY COKEN / SOUND DESIGNER 
 
Cory Coken began his career in the industry by building an extensive and impressive list of credits. Having 
worked on feature films like Batman Forever, Apollo 13, and Hoop Dreams (just to name a few), Coken 
developed a versatile background in sound. He eventually transitioned into advertising where he has created, 
recorded, and designed audio for a number of television and radio commercials. A majority of his career was 
dedicated to Avenue Edit, where he spent 12 years working with clients like Disney, Coca-Cola and Army. 
In 2000, he built and created a new state of the art facility, allowing Avenue to provide clients with the best 
studios for post production sound.  
 
Coken also teaches at his alma mater, Columbia College, where he instructs students on the theory and 
technical means behind audio for the visual medium. He is always actively involved in numerous freelance 
projects, including live recording for Drum Corps International and tackling the sound design/mixing for an 
independent films. Now with over 15 years experience in the industry, Cory brings his knowledge, talent, 
and passion for audio to his own studio, NoiseFloor LTD. 
 
KELLY ARMSTRONG / COLOR 
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Colorist Kelly Armstrong brings over 20 years experience creating exceptional color treatment to countless 
miles of film and video. Her work includes color correction on national commercial work, including spots 
seen during the Super Bowl and Academy Awards.  
 
Additionally, she has worked on award-winning independent films, documentaries and music videos, 
notably, Bored Silly, Retirement Revolution, and Bomber.  She is current owner and colorist at 
COLORplayground, a boutique color correction facility in Chicago, Illinois. 
 
GRAHAM METZGER / SPECIAL EFFECTS 
 
With a long history in the commercial world, Graham, editor and motion gfx with Hootenanny, has always 
given generously to the independent filmmaking world.  The Other one is his 5th collaboration with 
McPhillips, having completed two other festival and award winning shorts The Miss and Fitting, a trailer for 
the large budget feature Beautiful Little Fools and the sizzle reel for the Green Dream Group led television 
show Prescription Home Performance.  With Fitting Graham worked as not only Editor but Executive 
Producer, bringing on Noise Floor for Sound, and Nolo for color correction. 
 
Graham’s independent short filmography includes the works mentioned above and The Brother We Keep, 
Sugar, The Laundry, and the most recently completed Little Man of Steel.   
 
CORBETT LUNSFORD AND MICHAEL CASKEY / COMPOSERS 
 
Corbett Lunsford and Michael Caskey are the multi-instrumentalists behind the bands Mysteriam and Bunny 
Patootie, and have collectively released seven albums of original music.  Both are internationally-toured 
musicians, and have collaborated extensively with dance, theater, and film artists including Lucky Plush 
Productions, Antares Danza, and Luna Negra. They have performed live alongside Grazyna Auguscik, Oh 
My God, Chuck Mangione, and Grammy-nominee Heritage Blues Orchestra.  Michael is also a DownBeat 
jazz magazine award winner and five-time Detroit Music Award recipient.  Their first major shared work 
was a 10-disc set of 500 minutes of music made in one day. The Other One is their first feature film. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Company bios 
 
 
 
FRACTURED ATLAS 
 
Fractured Atlas was founded in 1998 by current Executive Director Adam Forest Huttler. Originally 
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operating as a performing arts producer, Fractured Atlas worked with a hand-picked roster of exciting young 
theatre companies, choreographers, musicians, and performance artists. The events of 9/11 threatened to 
close Fractured Atlas's doors permanently, but with strong support from the board of directors and executive 
leadership, Fractured Atlas reinvented itself as an arts service organization in 2002, with the goal of 
impacting a wider segment of the arts community in a manner that was both scalable and sustainable. 

Since then Fractured Atlas has launched a broad range of programs and services, collectively reaching over 
250,000 artists and organizations nationwide. As the only service organization to serve the needs of arts 
groups as well as individual artists in all disciplines, Fractured Atlas is a unique and vital resource. To that 
end, Fractured Atlas has been an arts industry leader in the use of technology to address the challenges 
facing the arts community, by sharing information and resources, and empowering arts organizations with 
practical tools for managing their operations. Nearly all of Fractured Atlas's services are accessible online.  

The Other One is a sponsored project of Fractured Atlas, and can receive grants for the charitable 
purposes of The Other One, providing oversight to ensure that grant funds are used in accordance with 
grant agreements, and they provide reports as required by the grantor. Contributions for the charitable 
purposes of The Other One must be made payable to Fractured Atlas and are tax‐deductible to the extent 
permitted by law. 
 
HEWLETT PACKARD  
 
The world’s largest technology company, Hewlett Packard, is leading the filmmaking industry in high speed 
systems used exclusively by DreamWorks Animation Studios and Jim Henson Studios.  Sony Pictures, 
Ascent Media, and Warner Bros. were among the first to partner with HP on their Digital Media Platforms.  
Since then, HP’s Converged Infastructure and Converged Cloud have also transformed 20th Century Fox 
Film, by creating an industry leading, world-class, digital media supply chain with the HP Cloud System. 
 
Showcasing digital entertainment innovations at the 2013 Cannes Film Festival, partnering with Adobe at the 
2013 Sundance House Presented by HP, and working with independent filmmakers demonstrates HP’s 
commitment to both major hollywood studios and the next generation of filmmakers. 
  
For HP, Invent is more than a word, it is who they are, and HP granted to The Other One’s Production a first 
time ever loan of an elite Z820 Red Edition Workstation, HP Dream Color Monitor, and dual assist monitor 
for real time editing and lighting speed transcoding.  Time is money for independent filmmakers, and this 
equipment grant allowed The Other One  to be edited alongside shooting, giving the Producers and Director 
a clear path, towards required shots needed, to obtain the vision of the film, on such a tight schedule.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO  
 
Columbia College Chicago is an international leader and recognized pioneer in arts and media education. 
With over 120 years of deep experience teaching creative students to develop authentic voices and 
meaningful skills, Columbia graduates are fully prepared to launch sustainable careers in the visual, 
performing, media and communication arts.  Cinema Art + Science at Columbia College Chicago cultivates 
artists with a unique vision and the desire to express that vision on film. At the same time, Columbia 
develops the technical skills that support this creative passion. Believing that the best way to learn 
filmmaking is to make films, Columbia stresses collaborative film and video production: classes taught 
through a project-based, hands-on, student-centered process. Their diverse student body, imaginative faculty 
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and state of the art facilities combine to develop the creative, conceptual, and technical skills needed to 
become a working film or video professional. 
 
Out of 63 crew members hired for the production of The Other One three were faculty, 27 were alumni, and 
5 current students.  In support, Columbia granted our production the use of one of their RED camera 
packages for our principal photography, and supplied our full lighting package, free of charge. 
 
 
FLETCHER CAMERA   
 
Fletcher Camera, based in the heart of Chicago, has fully staffed working rental houses in Chicago, Illinois, 
Detroit, Michigan and New Orleans, Louisiana serving episodic television, independent and feature film 
production.  Always supportive of Independent filmmakers, and particularly encouraging of McPhillips’ 
producing career, Fletcher rented a full Pancho Cooke lens kit for 99% off the rental price.  This gift enabled 
Director of Photography, Christian Hins, the flexibility of choice for obtaining the clear and dynamic shots 
used to create Amber’s past and present. 
 
STERLING ROCK PRODUCTIONS 
 
SRP is a rising star in independent screen production, specializing in positive stories about strong women, 
history, and literature.  The firm fine-tunes a personal relationship with its audience during production, and 
successfully funded its first feature, The Other One, through crowd-funding via social media.  While women 
represent half of the moviegoing public, stories about women are largely overlooked by the studio system.  
SRP, headed by creative producer Grace McPhillips, delivers soulful screen content created outside the 
corporate world to an audience eager to participate and contribute.
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CREW 

*First Feature Film 

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY *Josef Steiff 
PRODUCED BY *Elizabeth Theiss & Erica Lynn Schmeck 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER *Grace McPhillips 
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY *Christian Hins 

PRODUCTION DESIGNER Lena Rush 
LOCATION SOUND MIXER Sean Kirkpatrick 

MAKEUP & HAIR ARTIST *Jennifer Brown 
EDITED BY *Melissa Lawrenz 
MUSIC BY *Corbett Lunsford & *Michael Caskey 

VISUAL EFFECTS DESIGNER *Graham Metzger 
SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR Cory Coken of Noisefloor Ltd 

COLOR BY Kelly Armstrong or Color Playground 
PRODUCTION MANAGER *Pamela Tierney 

FIRST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR *Stephanie E. Clemons 
 

SECOND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR *Rachel Burnside 
SECOND SECOND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR *Phil Bogdan 

 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR Jon Santiago 

1ST ASSISTANT CAMERA Sara Ingram 
2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA Sandi Nowa 

GAFFER Matthew Gonzales 
KEY GRIPS Alex Malm 

 Amy Limpinyakul 
GRIPS *Wade Rodgers 

 Colin Prall 
KEY ART DIRECTOR *Agnes Starczewski 

PHOTO DESIGNER David Krause 
ASSISTANT MAKEUP ARTISTS *Martina Sykes 

 *Debra Petrielli 
WARDROBE ASSISTANT *Jasmine Nobis-Olson 

BOOM-OPERATOR Jesse McAlpin 
LOCATION MANAGER *Ronald Toebaas 

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS *Biliana Grozdanova 

 Tom Kunjummen 

 John Clucas 

 *Emma Porter 
PRODUCTION INTERNS *Ken Lobacz 

 *Nicolas Bocanegra 

 *Austin Hunt 
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 *Jenna Duddleston 
SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER *Caitlin Boylan 
ASSISTANT EDITOR & DIT *Andrew Niemchick 

ADDITIONAL DIT *Dan Knight 
POST SOUND SERVICES Noisefloor Ltd 

POST SOUND SUPERVISOR Gretchen Pitluk 
RE-RECORDING MIXER Jamie Vanadia 

POST SOUND SUPERVISOR Gretchen Pitluk 
SOUND EDITORS John Wong 

 Kelsey Lynch 

 Lance Ferrell 

 Stosh Tuszynski 

 
SECOND UNIT 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR *Ryan Smallwood 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR *Rory Cunningham 

1ST ASSISTANT CAMERA David Charry 
2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA Tyler Bailey 

 Patrick Sarnacki 

 Stephanie Clemons 
GAFFERS Veronica Bouza 

 *Wade Rodgers 

 *Ekaterina Doldjeva 
KEY GRIP Mike Penick 

GRIPS David Gilmore 

 Blaine Baker 

 *Lars Moede 

 Alecia Denegar 

 Ashley Petrie 

 Wes France 
ART DIRECTOR Sarah Jeanne Perry 

BOOM OPERATORS Nick Ray Harris 

 Timothy Edson 
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CAST 
 

Amber GRACE MCPHILLIPS 
Vera NANCY SELLERS 

Jett JESSE BOB HARPER 
Brooke CAITLIN BIDWELL 
David BRIAN CRAWFORD 

Phil RON JENKINS 
Anne PAMELA TIERNEY 
Scott KEITH KOUZMANOFF 
Ray COLE KRUSE 

Nurse CARLOS ROGELIO DIAZ 
Delivery Boy CHRISTIAN GRONEWOLD 

Animal Control Guy MARK HAMAN 
Store Manager SHELLY CARLSON  

Grocery Cashier ELIZABETH THEISS 
Hooded Man DAN THORNTON  

Hardware Cashier SHELLY JOBGEN 
Hardware Employee ELLIOT BALTZ 

Customer TINA VANRAALTE 
The Kid ADAM GRONEWOLD 

Student Reading Aloud AUDREY LIST 
Teen 1 BRANDON RIVERA 
Teen 2 RACHEL ZUPPA 
Teen 3 MADDIE BLANEY 

TEEN 1 Running in hall TORI WHITE 
TEEN 2 Running in hall ANGELA MARILEE MARINEZ 

First Responder Police Officer DAVID GOODLOE 
 CAROLINE WILEY 

Students ALYSSA KANE 
 SHERIDAN CLAYBORN 
 JENNA MIA KEATING 
 TOM DUDDLESTON 
 CYNTHIA DORANTES 
 NORA KIELY 
 JONATHAN HALISZ 
 DONOVAN MITCHELL ALEXANDER 
 ANIYAH MCCULLUM 
 AMEILIA PAULY 
 ERIC RUIZ 
 ANNAMARIE SCHUTT 
 BRIANA WEBB 
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